guggling meisterwerke.
guggling masterpieces.

Opening: 19 March 2014
Duration: 20 March 2014 – 26 March 2017

For three years beginning in spring 2014, the museum gugging will present chief works by the Gugging Artists. The Gugging “Mona Lisas” are scattered all over the world and many of them are more often exhibited abroad than at home. Among the 101 masterpieces are Johann Hauser’s famous three images of women, which will finally return to Austria after two decades in the UK. The Horacek Effigy, which the museum gugging has adopted as its logo, will also be on show. Visitors can enjoy the coming alive of important works by August Walla, Philipp Schöpke, Oswald Tschirtner and many other artists, while the guggling masterpieces allow them to amble through this exemplary world of Art Brut, of the unaffected art.

In sync with the exhibition guggling masterpieces, the exhibition small formats and the fascinating postcard project ingolf ebeling sunray millionaire by the German artist Ingolf Ebeling (at the museum gugging’s Novomatic Salon) will be prolonged until 7 September 2014.

Catalogue

will be issued in March 2012

The catalogue will be issued by the Residenz Verlag publishing company. It’s a comprehensive monograph designed as a future reference on the artists of Gugging’s work. Additionally there will be presented an edition of the book combined with six Original etchings of six Gugging Artists in a cassette.
book presentation: 10 March 2014, 7 p.m.
at the Novomatic Forum, Vienna, 1010 Wien, Friedrichstraße 7 (upon invitation only: Katrin Windl 0043/(0)1 /585 20 21-21 or E-Mail k.windl@novomaticforum.com )

supporting program
panel discussion 29 April 2014, 7 pm, Novomatic Forum, Vienna
art brut now?
Johann Feilacher and international experts about the presence and future of “Art Brut”.
Free entrance.
Novomatic Forum Vienna, 1010 Wien, Friedrichstraße 7

Press Images gugging meisterwerke.! / gugging masterpieces.!
Link: https://celum.noeku.at/pindownload/login.do?pin=VRD9C

Johann Hauser, Nackte Frau mit Hut / Naked Woman with hat , 1986, Courtesy Diamond Collection, Wien © Privatstiftung Künstler aus Gugging
Oswald Tschirtner, Menschen / Men, 1980 © Privatstiftung Künstler aus Gugging
Rudolf Horacek, Rudolf Horacek in Mannswörth, 1984 © Privatstiftung Künstler aus Gugging
August Walla, Jesus.!, undatiert / Jesus, undated, Courtesy Sammlung Rolf Röthlisberger © Privatstiftung Künstler aus Gugging

Further Information about the prolonged exhibitions small formats.! and ingolf ebeling sonnenstrahlenmillionär (until 7 September 2014) : http://www.gugging.at/de/presse